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Dear Readers,

Welcome to a brand new edition of Life Storeys! We have revamped the
publication as part of our continued efforts to bring you better content.
Taking centre stage this issue is the annual HDB Community Week. In
Talk of the Town, look out for the event highlights, which included
fascinating exhibitions and community-bonding activities held islandwide
for residents to enjoy.
Around the Block shines the spotlight on long-standing and new
establishments in Ang Mo Kio, as well as noteworthy street art in the area.
Also in this section, find out more about how Temasek Polytechnic students
organised the inaugural Silver Fitness and Wellness Carnival as part of HDB
Community Week to promote active ageing!
Be inspired by stories of our Good Neighbour Award 2019 recipients in
Our Life Stories. Check out the record-breaking collage jointly completed
by both the young and old at this year’s Broom It! Day! Singapore’s “Spice
Queen” Chef Devagi Sanmugam shares cooking tips and endearing traits of
her neighbourhood in Yishun.
In Livin’ It Up, we introduce the key differences between the two most
important Islamic festivals celebrated in Singapore, Hari Raya Puasa and
Hari Raya Haji.
Last but not least, stand a chance to win shopping vouchers by participating
in our Readers’ Quiz at http://hdb.gov.sg/lifestoreys!
We hope you enjoy reading this issue of Life Storeys.
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Talk of the Town

BUILDING
,

BONDS

Joy

SHARING

INTO ITS EIGHTH YEAR,
HDB COMMUNITY WEEK 2019
CELEBRATES THE EVER-GROWING
SPIRIT OF NEIGHBOURLINESS
AND VOLUNTEERISM IN
THE HEARTLANDS.

Themed “Celebrating LIFE in the Heartlands”, HDB
Community Week 2019 was held from 25 May to 2 June.
This year’s event showcased the rich tapestry of local heritage,
residents’ contributions towards improving their living spaces
and the lives of others, and the strong community spirit of
volunteerism that prevails in the heartlands.
To reach out to communities across Singapore, the HDB
Community Week kicked off at Kampung Admiralty in
Woodlands on 25 May, before bringing its activities to
various towns including Bedok and Punggol. Guestof-Honour Mr Desmond Lee, Minister for Social and
Family Development and Second Minister for National
Development, praised Kampung Admiralty as a choice
location due to its comprehensive range of facilities that
promotes active ageing and intergenerational bonding.

Being in a
modern kampung
like this goes
well beyond
having facilities
at our doorsteps.
It is really all about
relationships — the people, the
friendly neighbours and the
warmth of the community.
– MR DESMOND LEE, MINISTER FOR SOCIAL AND
FAMILY DEVELOPMENT AND SECOND MINISTER FOR
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Talk of the Town

Partnering The Community

To foster gracious and harmonious living in the
neighbourhoods, HDB has been championing
volunteerism and community partnerships under its
Friends of Our Heartlands (FOH) network since its launch
in 2017. As part of the Community Week festivities, the
FOH Appreciation Ceremony was held to honour over
760 volunteers as well as 33 schools and organisations that
have played an active role in enlivening community spaces
and building neighbourly ties over the past year.
In addition, seven local companies under Project
SPHERE (Students, Singapore Pools and HDB Enriching
and Reaching out to the Elderly) were accorded
certificates of appreciation for their generous funding of
Project SPHERE initiatives, such as spring cleaning of
rental flats [see page 10].
Among the volunteers honoured was Mr Pradip
Mandal, 45. Despite his busy schedule as a project
manager, Pradip has always found time for volunteering.
His volunteering stints include organising events at
HDB’s Town Squares for residents’ enjoyment and
facilitating workshops for residents to conceptualise
new neighbourhood enhancements — an upcoming
playground at Tembusu Park, for example. “It was a
pleasure helping the residents with the thought processes
involved in designing their own playgrounds,” he said.
Pradip’s volunteering journey, along with the stories
of six other outstanding individuals and groups, were
featured as part of the HDB Community Week exhibition
at Kampung Admiralty. A pop-up photobooth and an
interactive multimedia wall for residents to pen down
their messages were also installed for visitors to find out
more about the FOH network.

All smiles for the Build-a-thon winners

Building Bonds

Another highlight of HDB Community Week was the
prize presentation for the winners of Build-a-thon (BAT)
2019, an ideation challenge involving the community
to propose and co-implement innovative solutions to
create friendly and lively neighbourhoods using the
HDB Friendly Faces, Lively Places (FFLP) Fund. This
year’s BAT saw the largest participation yet, with 80
participants comprising residents from Sembawang and
Woodlands, and students from Republic Polytechnic.
The three winning groups, Team Hydroglen, Team
Konnectorize and Sembawang Rangers, received $2,500
each, while Team Hydroglen also won the “Best Social
Media” award for their success in engaging young
families through their social media page. For
Sembawang Rangers, their BAT project transformed
an underutilised Residents’ Corner into a vibrant
community venue that can nurture stronger bonds
between families and neighbours.

Since the revamp,
birthday
celebrations
and family
gatherings have
been held at the
Residents’ Corner.
– MR DARREN YEO, 28, SEMBAWANG RANGERS’ TEAM LEADER

All eight projects were displayed at the HDB Community
Week exhibition, where visitors could learn more about
each team’s BAT journey from project conceptualisation
to implementation. A friendly community chatbot
known as Aunty Mary was also present to answer the
public’s queries on the FFLP Fund to encourage more
residents to take up place-making initiatives.
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Fun For All Ages

Besides the FOH and BAT segments,
the HDB Community Week
exhibition also featured replicas
of interesting landmarks in the
heartlands for visitors to learn more
about, including a mini dinosaur
slide representing Fu Shan Garden’s
dinosaur-shaped play structures. It
proved to be popular with young
visitors, with children revelling
in the joy of sliding down the
dinosaur’s back.
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An interactive screen was also
available for residents to experience
a 360-degree virtual tour of other
popular spots in the estate, such as
Marsiling Point, Causeway Point
and Woodlands Mart. Residents
also took the opportunity to snap
selfies in front of replicated 3D trick
eye wall murals that can be found
in other heartland areas such as
Chinatown and Ang Mo Kio.

Talk of the Town

Mr Zaqy Mohamad, Minister of State for National Development and Manpower,
with the GNA recipients and their nominators

Everyday Heroes

With beams of natural light filtering in and a beautiful
view of the Punggol Waterway Park as backdrop, the
mood at the Oasis Terraces Community Plaza was festive
as the Good Neighbour Award (GNA) Ceremony got
underway on 1 June 2019. Held in conjunction with
HDB Community Week 2019, the seventh edition of
the GNA continued to recognise residents who have
gone the extra mile to enrich their community through
exemplary acts of care and neighbourliness.
This year, a record number of over 3,000 nominations
were received. At the award ceremony, Guest-ofHonour Mr Zaqy Mohamad, Minister of State for
National Development and Manpower, said, “Often, it
is the ordinary things that impact people in the most
extraordinary ways. The GNA recipients are regular
folks in our neighbourhoods. These everyday heroes and
heroines make the community a better place to live in.”

Rose. In spite of her age, she takes care of other elderly
neighbours by frequently visiting them, sharing food and
inviting them to community events.
Aunty Rose grew close with her neighbour Ms Lim Mei
Cheng after the latter’s father was hospitalised. Besides
paying him regular visits, Aunty Rose helped the Lims
keep an eye on their house whenever Ms Lim was at
the hospital to see her dad. “Sometimes I also buy his
favourite foods like chee cheong fun and fried bee hoon
from Chinatown,” shared Aunty Rose.
[see page 14 for more on the GNA recipients]

One of the 14 awardees was 82-year-old Mdm Rasamal
d/o Nadayson, who is affectionately known as Aunty

We were poor in the past and
my neighbours would give
food to me and my children.
Even though I’m not rich now,
I want to repay the kindness
that others have shown me.
– MDM RASAMAL D/O NADAYSON, 82, RETIREE
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OUT AND
ABOUT IN

ANG

MO KIO
LONG-STANDING SHOPS HAVE CALLED
THIS ESTATE HOME FOR DECADES, WHILE
NEWCOMERS ARE ON TRACK TO BUILDING
THEIR OWN BASE OF LOYAL CUSTOMERS.

One of the oldest housing estates in Singapore, Ang Mo Kio
is home to a diverse mix of shops, many serving customers
long before online shopping became the norm. Some of
these storefronts bear testimony to years on the scene with
their retro-looking shop signs, while a new generation of
entrepreneurs continues to add buzz to the neighbourhood with
their on-trend offerings. Here’s a shortlist of several noteworthy
establishments to check out the next time you’re in the area.
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M S Color Service Pte Ltd
Block 711, Ang Mo Kio Avenue 8,
#01-3501C, Singapore 560711

M S Color is highly regarded by local
photography buffs, and it’s not just because
of its long history, which goes as far back
as the 1950s, when it was known as Melim
Studio. Renamed as M S Color in the 1970s,
this niche business moved from Sembawang
to Block 711 in Ang Mo Kio Avenue 8,
where it remains till today.
During our visit, there was a steady stream of
customers despite it being a rainy Saturday
afternoon. Most chatted to the shop assistants
like they were old friends, while the staff
dispensed advice on the best equipment to
fit their customers’ needs. This camaraderie
is what has drawn Mohammed Shafiq, 32, to
the shop over the years. “It’s easy and more
affordable to purchase things online, but I
personally prefer having a feel of the items
before deciding. And it definitely helps that I
have a person assisting me at the shop!” he said.

Around the Block

Fish & Chicks
Block 531, Ang Mo Kio Avenue 10, #01-2429,
Singapore 560531

Fish & Chicks is a classic success story with humble
beginnings. In 2016, two “hawkerpreneurs” opened
a stall in Ang Mo Kio to serve what they describe as
“Asian-infused Western food”. Their claim to fame
was their signature fish and chips with salted egg yolk
sauce, which was launched just as the salted egg yolk
craze was taking off. Just three years later, Fish & Chicks
has ramped up its operations to more than 12 outlets
islandwide. The flagship stall at Ang Mo Kio Avenue 10
is still going strong, and the menu has been expanded to
include premium items like lobster.

Mellben Seafood
Block 232, Ang Mo Kio Avenue 3, #01-1222,
Singapore 560232

For close to 40 years, Mellben Seafood has quietly earned
a reputation for mainly its crab dishes, which are highly
lauded by foodies. Out of the 15 crab dishes here, their
crab bee hoon is one that you should not miss — the
robust broth with deep crustacean flavours being the main
star. These days, this unassuming restaurant located at a
nondescript void deck continues to draw in the crowds,
even on weekdays.

Kow Loon Hong Kong Dim Sum

ART IN THE HEARTLANDS

Block 151, Ang Mo Kio Avenue 5, #01-3030,
Singapore 560151

If you stay in Ang Mo Kio and love dim sum, chances are
that you would have heard of Kow Loon Hong Kong Dim
Sum. In business for almost 30 years, it is located at a busy
coffeeshop in Block 151, Ang Mo Kio Avenue 5.
With more than 50 items on the menu, you would be
hard-pressed to not find something you like. Most people
come for the juicy xiao long bao (steamed dumplings),
savoury egg tarts, and the much-raved-about liu sha bao
(salted egg custard buns).

Ang Mo Kio Town Centre has been
reinvigorated with a visually spectacular
series of street art and murals that breathe
new life into the urban landscape. Inspired
by Singapore’s history, culture and food,
the murals are mostly created by local artists
Barry Yeow and Abu Jalal Sarimon,
with creative input from art therapist
Jennifer Lim.
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GETTING SENIORS
TO EMBRACE
AS PART OF HDB
COMMUNITY WEEK 2019,
ELDERLY RESIDENTS IN
BEDOK LEARNED HOW
TO STAY PHYSICALLY
AND MENTALLY FIT
THROUGH A SERIES OF
FUN-FILLED ACTIVITIES.

Active
EING
AG

The usually bustling Bedok Town Square got even livelier
on 26 May 2019, as more than 1,000 residents gathered
to take part in the Silver Fitness and Wellness Carnival
organised by Temasek Polytechnic (TP) to promote
active ageing.
The Carnival, which offered a range of activities and
programmes designed by students pursuing a Diploma
in Social Sciences in Gerontology (GEM), targeted
to boost the physical and mental well-being of not
only the elderly, but also all age groups. It was also
the inaugural project under a joint Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) signed by TP’s School of
Humanities & Social Sciences and HDB that day.

With the signing of the MOU, GEM students will be
offered internship and volunteering opportunities with
HDB to engage the elderly and develop their professional
skills. They can also tap into HDB’s Friendly Faces, Lively
Places (FFLP) Fund, which encourages community-driven
projects to enliven neighbourhood spaces and strengthen
community bonds.
“We’ve used the FFLP Fund to organise cognitive
activities, such as watercolour painting and upper body
exercises, for the elderly at Tembusu Senior Activity
Centre. Activities like these help us apply what we learn
in school to a real-life setting,” said GEM student
Martin Wang, 19.

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind
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HDB’s Deputy CEO (Estate)
Mr Mike Chan and Temasek
Polytechnic’s Deputy Principal
Ms Anita Kuan signing the joint MOU

Participants at the Carnival had fun trying out radial
symmetry batik painting, which stimulates both sides of
the brain. For GEM student Hanisah bte Abdul Ghani,
20, helping out in the batik painting workshop deepened
her understanding of the seniors. “Through the
workshop, we saw how each elderly resident is different
from the other as they produced unique artworks.”

Around the Block

A DIY pouch and handmade
cards workshop conducted with
support from the FFLP Fund by
volunteer Ms Yvonne Yon, 40, was
equally popular. “Making pouches
is easy for the elderly to do and
they can recycle household items,
such as old cloth and buttons,
to make similar products,” she
shared. The colourful buttons
used to decorate the pouch
was what attracted first-time
participant Mdm Lee Nguk Sien,
67. “This workshop allows me to
exercise my creativity. I have a lot
of old buttons at home so I will
go back and make more pouches,”
said Mdm Lee.
In addition to workshops, TP
students also led the elderly in a
mass workout session during the
Carnival to promote the benefits
of moderate exercise, which can

help relieve aches and pains as well
as improve joint function. “I watch
my diet and swim occasionally to
keep myself healthy. I learnt some
new forms of exercise today,
which I can do at home,” quipped
Mdm Wang Ya Liang, 80.
Besides staying physically active,
the importance of mental
well-being was also addressed
by Dr Chee Chew Sim from TP’s
Centre for Applied Gerontology,
who was at the event to explain
how mindfulness can be applied
to help make better decisions in
our daily lives.
With the success of the first
Silver Fitness and Wellness
Carnival, HDB and TP will
continue their partnership to
reach out to the elderly residents
from other parts of Singapore.

I learnt some new
forms of exercise
today, which I can
do at home.
– MDM WANG YA LIANG, 80, RETIREE

TP students led participants through simple
exercises that can be easily practised at home
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Joy

Sparking
FORGET ABOUT MARIE
KONDO’S KONMARI
METHOD — HERE COMES
THE RECORD-BREAKING
BROOM IT! DAY 2019 TO
SPRING-CLEAN RENTAL FLATS!
In conjunction with HDB
Community Week 2019, the fifth
edition of Broom It! Day was held
in collaboration with COMNET
Senior Activity Centre (SAC) at
Block 206A Punggol Place on 29
May 2019. On this day, 320 students
from Edgefield Secondary School
(ESS) and staff from Singapore
Pools helped to spring clean 26
rental flats. Broom It! Day is part
of the Project SPHERE community
initiative, which stands for Students,
Singapore Pools and HDB Enriching
and Reaching Out to the Elderly.
The hands-on experience of
sweeping floors, cleaning toilets
and wiping kitchen counters was
gratifying for the youths and allowed
them to interact directly with the
beneficiaries. “It feels satisfying to
be able to help out. When I see the
living conditions [of the tenant], I
think I am very fortunate. I would
definitely do this again,” said Koh
Xuan Qi, a Secondary 2 student.
Customised EASY tables were also
presented to the elderly residents
after the spring cleaning. These
tables feature a sturdy metal frame
and recessed tabletop to minimise
spills, and were specially designed
by ITE College Central students in
2015 to cater to the needs of seniors
living independently.
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“Record-Breaking”
Intergenerational Bonding
A joint effort by seniors and
students has achieved a new
record under the Singapore Book
of Records (SBOR) by putting
together a collage of 400 painted
photo frames. This was a monthlong photo frame painting project
(April – May 2019) by ESS
students and elderly from four
SACs (COMNET SAC, Moral
SAC, Evergreen Circle SAC and
Harmony Activity Centre). The
students also joined the seniors
for a final painting session on
Broom It! Day. The completed
collage symbolises the building of
intergenerational ties between the
young and old in the community.

To round off the momentous day,
student volunteers performed an
entertaining showcase of wushu
and modern dance for the elderly,
who tucked into bento boxes for a
hearty dinner.
The community spirit of Broom It!
Day 2019 was also shared by Project
SPHERE sponsors, namely Singapore
Pools (Private) Limited, Nippon Paint
(Singapore), Sheng Siong Group
Limited, Prime Supermarket Limited,
NTUC FairPrice Foundation, Ya Kun
International Pte Ltd, and Kim San
Leng Group.

Our Life Stories

I usually stay
at home with
my wife, so I’m
happy to have the
students’ company.
They even played
games with me!
– MR LEE SIAK KWANG, 64, RETIREE

SPIRIT OF SPHERE
Project SPHERE is a joint initiative by HDB, Ministry of
Education, Singapore Pools (Private) Limited and Nippon Paint
(Singapore). It aims to promote youth volunteerism and care for
the elderly, encourage intergenerational bonding, and foster
neighbourliness within the community. Activities organised
under this programme are targeted at enhancing the living
environment of elderly residents staying in rental flats.
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Sp ce
THE

OF LIFE

KNOWN FONDLY AS “SINGAPORE’S SPICE QUEEN”,
CHEF DEVAGI SANMUGAM’S HOME KITCHEN SERVES
AS A CREATIVE REFUGE TO INCUBATE HER MOST
INTRIGUING RECIPES.
The first thing that strikes you upon
entering Chef Devagi Sanmugam’s
five-room flat is how extensive
her kitchen area is. “I have two
kitchens — one is not enough for
me! My husband says I occupy
the whole house because all the
cupboards are filled with my fryers
and cutlery,” she laughed.
With 34 years of culinary experience
under her belt, Chef Devagi, 64, has
plenty to show for it. Coming a long
way since the days of conducting

informal Indian cooking classes from
home, Chef Devagi’s combined talents
of cooking, teaching and writing
enabled her to pursue career pathways
that have grown in scope and success.
Take, for example, her cooking
workshops that now include a
medley of Asian cuisines and have
even extended overseas. To date,
the award-winning author has
22 published titles to her name
and a new cookbook in the
pipeline. In 2014, Chef Devagi

launched a range of artisanal food
products that included her own
blends such as apple chilli chutney
and vegan sambal.
While she garners experience from
her travels, the sanctuary of her
home kitchen is where Chef Devagi
turns food alchemist, concocting
innovative recipes with an
unmatched zeal. With the many hats
that she wears, the multi-hyphenate
had lots to share as she welcomed
Life Storeys into her residence at
Yishun Street 81 for a friendly chat.

How was it like moving to
an HDB flat after staying
in a landed property for
two decades?

As my restaurant was running at
a loss, my husband and I sold our
terrace house and moved here. We
viewed more than 10 flats before
my current place. I immediately
took a liking to it as it is away from
the main road and comes with
an uninterrupted view of Yishun
Stadium as well as a reservoir
nearby. The route on the expressway
from the city to my estate is lined
with trees and greenery, which
makes me feel like I’m living in the
countryside! Our old house used to
be dim and the airflow was only in
one direction. In this flat, there are
many windows where an abundance
of sunlight shines through.

Now that you have
lived in Yishun for 12
years, what are some
of the most endearing
features about your
neighbourhood?
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Previously, we had to drive to the
market as it was too far. Here, I
just have to walk about 1km to the
shops. In the beginning, it seemed
like a long distance because I always
buy and carry a lot of groceries
for my work, [but now] I take it as
a form of exercise. Plus there’s a

Our Life Stories

sheltered walkway that shields me
from the elements.
I like going for morning walks.
Sometimes I trek all the way to
Springleaf Park, Seletar Dam or
Orchid Country Club. There are
many things to explore and
discover along these trails, such
as vegetation and herbs that can
be used for cooking or have
medicinal properties.

Do you have any
insider tips for visitors
to the area?

There’s a popular duck rice stall
at Block 848 Yishun Ring Road.
Although there is often a long
queue, the duck rice is really good
and I always recommend it!

After so many years on
the culinary scene, what
keeps you motivated?
As a private chef, I have a lot
of freedom for creativity and

development. I am greedy
for knowledge. Each time I
cook something new, I learn
something unique.
I consider myself more of a culinary
consultant, and I am passionate about
teaching about food. This traces
back to my younger days when I was
deeply influenced by my mother,
who is also self-taught. Although
she cooks well, her food was
sometimes inconsistent due to her
lack of knowledge about ingredients
and their sources. For example, some
vegetables contain natural salts,
so salt shouldn’t be added when
cooking them. People who follow
the same recipe can have varying
outcomes because the ingredients
and equipment used are different.
But the most important factor is the
person behind the wok — you need
to understand your ingredients,
know how to control heat, and taste
the food as you cook. That’s what
I want to educate people about.

People who
follow the same
recipe can have
varying outcomes...
The most important
factor is the person
behind the wok.

STAY TUNED

Catch Chef Devagi as a judge
on season 5 of cooking
competition programme
Suvai every Sunday at 9pm
on Mediacorp Vasantham
or video-on-demand
on Toggle.
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EXTRAORDINARY

Spirits
Sahanna d/o Ramash
and her mother Ms Vani

ORGANISED BIENNIALLY
TO RECOGNISE
INDIVIDUALS WHO GO
THE EXTRA MILE FOR
THEIR COMMUNITY,
THIS YEAR’S
GOOD NEIGHBOUR
AWARD (GNA) ENJOYED
A SEASON OF
RESOUNDING SUCCESS.
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In an encouraging show of
appreciation, residents submitted
a total of 3,052 GNA nominations
between 15 November 2018 and
28 February 2019, the most since the
award was launched in 2009. This
year’s GNA also saw an expanded
judging panel, with the inclusion of
two past award recipients from GNA
2017 to offer their valuable perspectives
in evaluating the nominees.
14 National Recipients and two Most
Active Schools were accorded the

accolades at the GNA ceremony,
held on 1 June 2019 at Oasis
Terraces in Punggol in conjunction
with HDB Community Week 2019.
Life Storeys uncovers the inspiring
stories behind a pair of GNA
recipients and their neighbours.

Little Hero

Last April, Sahanna d/o Ramash, 8,
saved her neighbour’s flat with her
quick thinking and swift actions.
She was playing in the living room
when she detected a burning smell

Our Life Stories
from the next-door unit and immediately informed her
mother, Ms Vani.
Upon investigation, Ms Vani realised that thick, black
smoke was escaping from the window. Before she
could pick up the phone to call the police and SCDF,
she realised that Sahanna had already beaten her to
it! Throughout the call, Sahanna remained calm and
provided a clear description of the situation, enabling
the firefighters to arrive promptly and put out the blaze
before it got out of control.
Her neighbour was extremely grateful for Sahanna’s
timely intervention, which prevented the fire from
causing extensive damage. Her brave act did not
go unnoticed by other members of the community,
including Eric Ng, 46, who felt compelled to nominate
Sahanna for the GNA. “Sahanna has set a good example
for her friends, neighbours and classmates. No one is
too young to impact his or her neighbourhood,” said
Eric, who stays in the same block at Jurong East
Avenue 1.
However, Sahanna and her family were not expecting
to be rewarded for their good deed. “I received a text
message from HDB and was pleasantly surprised!”
quipped Ms Vani. “Her Tamil teacher also called to
inform me, and even her elder brother [in the same
school] said that Sahanna has become ‘famous’ in
school. I am very proud of her.”

After moving in, Dustin and his family made the extra
effort to help in the area’s upkeep, which included
washing the common corridor three times a week.
During festive seasons, Dustin and Joseph would help to
put up decorations along the corridor.
When Dustin noticed that Joseph and his wife were too
busy to cook, he began inviting them over for meals. This
soon became a weekly affair, with the Yeo family including
the couple’s share into whatever they cook. When Joseph
got injured, Dustin’s family even bought meals for him
every day as he had difficulty moving around in a cast.

Unconditional Kindness

To express his gratitude, Joseph nominated Dustin for
the GNA. “The Yeo family takes extra care of us and our
shared facilities. I am truly impressed by their actions.
Not every resident would go to such lengths, so I feel
fortunate to have them as neighbours,” he added.
“I’m a bit embarrassed because I didn’t do all that to
get an award,” said Dustin. “But I am also thankful as it
makes me feel appreciated.”

Welcoming Nature

Sahanna’s cheerful and outgoing personality has
helped her get acquainted with other children
who live nearby. “I have many friends in the
neighbourhood. In the evenings, I will meet them at
the playground downstairs.”
Occasionally, Ms Vani welcomes these kids to their
house and prepares some food for them. “Their parents
know where to find the kids and they feel assured
because my helper is around to keep an eye on them.
Many people are out at work during the day, so those
who are around should help keep a lookout in case there
are emergencies,” she added.

Not Just Neighbours But Close Friends

Before GNA recipient Dustin Yeo, 32, moved into his
flat at Punggol Drive four years ago, he first got to meet
his next-door neighbour Joseph Tan, 38, through a
memorable incident. When his flat was undergoing
renovation, Dustin had forgotten to lock his letterbox
and the oversight was discovered by Joseph, who
retrieved the letters for safekeeping. Tapping into
the power of social media, Joseph found Dustin via
Facebook and contacted him to return the letters. This
episode sowed the seeds of their friendship.

Joseph Tan (left) and Dustin Yeo (right)
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Hari
Raya
CELEBRATIONS
HARI RAYA PUASA AND HARI RAYA
HAJI ARE WIDELY CELEBRATED MUSLIM
HOLIDAYS THAT ARE OFTEN CONFUSED
WITH EACH OTHER. HOW DO THESE
FESTIVALS DIFFER?
Hari Raya Puasa and Hari Raya Haji are two of the
most important Islamic festivals celebrated by Muslims
in Singapore. While communal prayer and fellowship
at the mosque are essential for Muslims to mark both
celebrations, there are key differences in terms of rituals,
festivities and purpose between Hari Raya Haji and
Hari Raya Puasa.
Life Storeys presents the following guide, which
highlights the defining characteristics of these
two festivals.
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HARI RAYA HAJI
A sacred day for Muslims to commemorate Prophet
Ibrahim’s devotion to Allah, while reinforcing their faith
with prayer and spiritual reflection. It also signifies the
end of Hajj, the holy pilgrimage to Mecca in Saudi Arabia
that every able-bodied and financially able Muslim is
expected to fulfil at least once in his or her life.

Haji takes place 70 days after
Ramadan and falls on the 10th day
of Zulhijjah (the 12th month of the
Islamic Calendar). Celebrations
can last up to four days.

4

DAYS

A one-day fast is an optional but
encouraged practice for devotees
on the eve of Hari Raya Haji.

The early hours of the morning are set aside
for korban — the sacrificial slaughter of
livestock such as goats and cows. This ritual
is carried out at mosques and madrasahs as
a community service, and to raise funds to
support their year-round altruistic initiatives.
The meat is usually donated to the poor and
needy. Later in the day, Muslims visit their
relatives and friends for a shared meal.
Rather than festive merrymaking,
Hari Raya Haji marks a time of inner
reflection to honour Prophet Ibrahim’s
sacrifice and the merciful nature of
Allah. This being a special occasion,
traditional foods are still prepared
and served in Muslim homes for
celebratory get-togethers.

1

DAY

Livin’ It Up

HARI RAYA PUASA
Purpose and
Symbolism

Length of
Celebration

Puasa means fasting in Malay. Muslims observe
30 days of fasting during Ramadan (the ninth month
of the Islamic calendar). Hari Raya Puasa, which
marks the end of Ramadan, celebrates the strength
and discipline of the human spirit throughout this
period of abstinence.

30

Festivities commence one day after
the end of Ramadan and go on for
the next 30 days in Syawal (the 10th
month of the Islamic calendar).

DAYS

Fasting

Rituals and
Traditions

Festivities

Every Muslim (except children, pregnant,
breastfeeding and menstruating women,
the infirm, and the elderly) is required
to fast from dawn to dusk daily
throughout Ramadan.

Dressed in unified colours, Muslims attend
early morning prayers before visiting
relatives and friends, and feasting on
traditional Malay favourites such as beef
rendang, sambal goreng and lontong. In
Singapore, children also look forward to
receiving green packets of money during
visiting, which is similar to the giving of
red packets during Chinese New Year.
In the lead-up to Hari Raya Puasa, the Malay
cultural district of Geylang Serai is abuzz
with the annual street light-up and the
island’s largest festive bazaar, where you
can savour traditional Malay delicacies
and indulge your sartorial needs with
a choice variety of baju kurung and
baju melayu outfits.
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Take Our

Readers’
Quiz

Answer some questions and stand to
win shopping vouchers!
Log on to http://hdb.gov.sg/lifestoreys
for the questions and submit
your answers.

Check out the interesting
Check out the interesting
places in your town!
places in your town!
www.hdb.gov.sg/map
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